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Kayti McGee is fast becoming the standard of romantic comedy writing, iff Long Shot is any indication. Look at her premise: the stripper with a heart of gold? He’s a HE. Rob, who takes his clothes off so that he can graduate from college debt-free. He meets Meredith, an aspiring photographer, when she and her married sister Jane (more on her in a minute) come to The Meow Club to let off some steam. A few shots later, Rob gives Meredith a lap dance and gets her cell number. He knows what she doesn’t: they are destined to be together. And then McGee reveals the other key component of her eye for comedy when Rob lines up a photography gig for the woman he has decided is his future wife. He suggests she shoot his coworker’s male appendage because the dude is trying to get a job in the porn industry. Thus begins Meredith on a career path she never saw coming (no pun intended). There are so many hilarious lines in this book that I nearly pulled a stomach muscle from laughing. "My mouth tastes like a dead hooker and that never bodes well for the rest of my day." "I am the Highlander." "I unleash the Kraken." "I've never found resting bitch face especially sexy before, but she really does make it work." "I'm just a girl, standing in front of a handbasket, waiting for my ride to hell." McGee alternates between Meredith and Rob’s
points-of-view, so you know exactly what each thinks of the other. She does this for the sexy times, too. And, oh, faithful readers, are there some luscious sexy times. Strap on your vibrators, girls, because your need will be unavoidable. Rob’s skills on the stripper floor translate quite nicely into his ability to pleasure a woman. Oh, yes, they do. Now, about Jane.
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